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ABSTRACT
Dynamic Metrics are known to assess the actual behavior of software systems as they are
extracted from the runtime data obtained during program execution. These metrics have
the potential to be good indicators of quality attributes of software such as
maintainability, understandability, reusability, error-proneness, etc.
However, recent literature indicates that dealing with dynamic information remains
a formidable challenge due to the huge size of execution data at hand, resulting in long
processing delays. The navigation and exploration of such data for the collection of a
particular dynamic metric turns out to be quite a challenging task; that hinders the
widespread adoption of dynamic metrics.
In this respect, the metric collection performance in terms of computational time
could be enhanced through parallelization. Hadoop MapReduce is known to be an ideal
technique to develop such highly scalable applications that swiftly process massive
amount of data in parallel over clusters of computing nodes. This choice of technique
was also stimulated by the fact that it has become the de-facto standard for parallel
computation in industry, and is well supported to work on the cloud.
We present an efficient and scalable technique to extract design level dynamic
metrics from Calling Context Tree (CCT) using cloud based Map-Reduce paradigm.
Calling context profiler JP2 is used to profile applications in our approach, for which we
developed a custom dumper to get CCT profile in multiple files to enable the parallel
analysis. CCT profiles having node count up to 40 million are used to extract a number
of dynamic coupling metrics. On an average, 73% increase in performance is observed as
compared to sequential analysis. Also other performance characteristics like speed-up
and scale-up are analyzed to strengthen the applicability of our parallel computation
approach.
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1. Introduction
Software product metrics allow us to make quantified and meaningful estimates for a
product, ensuring sound managerial and technical decisions that are needed to build
quality software. There are two types of software metrics - static and dynamic. Due to the
occurrence of runtime features such as polymorphism, dynamic binding, inheritance and
unused code, the traditional static metrics have been found to be inaccurate while dealing
with modern object-oriented software. Since dynamic metrics are computed using data
collected during actual execution of the system, they are capable of capturing the impacts
of the above mentioned runtime features enabling an accurate assessment of the software
quality attributes.
For the collection of dynamic metrics, dynamic analysis is required which involves
processing large amount of dynamic information. The mining of such huge amount of
runtime data for the collection of a particular dynamic metric of interest can be a difficult
task; that comes in the way of widespread adoption of dynamic metrics. In this scenario,
parallelization may be a suitable way to improve the performance in terms of time.
Hadoop MapReduce is a framework for developing applications that rapidly process vast
amounts of data in parallel on large clusters of computing nodes. This choice was
motivated by the fact that it is becoming the de-facto standard MapReduce
implementation and it is being used extensively in industry. Moreover, it is well
supported to work not only on clusters, but also on the cloud and on graphic cards, thus
being an ideal candidate for high scalable parallelization. On the basis of these
considerations, we propose and demonstrate a distributed and parallel dynamic metric
evaluation approach using Hadoop MapReduce. The efficiency of the proposed parallel
approach for dynamic metric evaluation as compared to the single machine processing is
empirically evaluated.

2. Motivation
Despite many advantages, the number of experiences and industry reports using dynamic
metrics is very less; reason being the scalability issues of the underneath dynamic
analysis techniques [1]. One of the major issues is to extract relevant metrics from large
amount of data generated during software execution [2]. The processing of this much
data takes time and thus creates delay in getting the final metric values. The kind of
resources required to process huge amount of execution data is also an obstacle in the

acceptance of dynamic metrics. A potential future direction is seen in large scale
industrial studies to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed dynamic metrics in real life
scenario [3].
Although, the evaluation of dynamic metrics has been carried out several times in
past, none of the previous works focused on the performance analysis of metric
collection [4-5][6]. In most of the cases, the software under study are too small to cause
any performance related issues [7][8][9][10].
These points inspired us to focus on defining efficient and scalable approach for the
collection of dynamic coupling metrics. Although scalability problem also relates to the
memory overhead of the profiling task, our focus was towards the time overhead incurred
while extracting dynamic metrics from large runtime data.

3. Research Objectives
Based on the motivations and research gaps, we define the following oobjectives for the
dissertation work:
1) To propose and implement a MapReduce approach for dynamic metric
evaluation.
2) To assess the behaviour of proposedMapReduce approach for dynamic
metric evaluation in comparison to the single machine processing.
3) To analyze the performance of our proposed MapReduce approach for
dynamic metric evaluation in terms of performance factors such as scaleup, speed-up and increase in base program units i.e. the class batch size.

4. Methodology
Fig. 1 gives an overview of our experimental methodology. We decided to use the cloud
service of MapReduce for our evaluation.
Stepwise Methodology:


To start with, a custom dumper is designed for the JP2 profiler so that we get the
CCT in the form of multiple independent XML files, which can be processed in
parallel (the approach used is explained in the following sub-sections).



A Hadoop MapReduce job is created for the evaluation of selected dynamic
coupling metrics. The detail of this job is given in the following sub-sections.



We start the metric evaluation process by passing the Java application to the
customized JP2 profiler. The resulted profiler output is a set of multiple XML
files of the CCT generated using our custom dumper.



These files are uploaded to the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File Sytem) on local
machine as well as cloud.



We study the performance, output and logs of the MapReduce jobs both on cloud
and local machine.



We iterate the steps to set up the cluster, reconfigure Hadoop and execute the
MapReduce job on cloud several times in order to study the effect of scale-up,
speed-up and increase in number of classes submitted as a batch for evaluation.
Java Application
JP2 Profiler
Custom Dumper
Multiple XML
files of CCT

Local Single
Node HDFS

Cloud MultiNode HDFS

MapReduce
job for metric
evaluation
Evaluation on
single node

Evaluation on
a cluster of
multiple nodes

Outputs / Logs

Outputs / Logs
Reconfigure cluster

Fig. 1 Methodology used to evaluate our MapReduce approach.

5. Experimental Results
There was a percentage decrease in metric collection times with the use of parallel
evaluation on 4-node Hadoop cluster for each input profile, as compared to single node
evaluation. This results in an average increase in performance (in terms of time) of 73%
at a very small cost. This shows that MapReduce gives a faster method for dynamic
metric evaluation, which is also depicted in Fig. 2.
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X-Axis : CCT node
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Y-axis : MapReduce Job
Duration (minutes)

Local single node Hadoop
cluster
Cloud 4-node Hadoop
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Eclipse

34
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Fig. 4.1 A comparison between multi-node parallel MapReduce evaluation of dynamic metrics
versus single node evaluation.

6. Conclusion
Based on the results drawn in the previous chapter, we conclude the following:


Objective 1 is accomplished by developing a new approach to divide the CCT file
with no loss of information enabling the parallel evaluation of metrics from CCT
profiles. Further, MapReduce programs are designed for metric evaluation.



An average of 73% increase in performance is observed with our MapReduce
approach for metric evaluation, which suffices Objective 2.



While analyzing Objective 3, speed-up of about 70% is measured and scalability
is assured.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Software product metrics allow us to make quantified and meaningful estimates for a
product, ensuring sound managerial and technical decisions that are needed to build
quality software. There are two types of software metrics - static and dynamic. Due to the
occurrence of runtime features such as polymorphism, dynamic binding, inheritance and
unused code, the traditional static metrics have been found to be inaccurate while dealing
with modern object-oriented software. Since dynamic metrics are computed using data
collected during actual execution of the system, they are capable of capturing the impacts
of the above mentioned runtime features enabling an accurate assessment of the software
quality attributes.
For the collection of dynamic metrics, dynamic analysis is required which involves
processing large amount of dynamic information. The mining of such huge amount of
runtime data for the collection of a particular dynamic metric of interest can be a difficult
task; that comes in the way of widespread adoption of dynamic metrics. In this scenario,
parallelization may be a suitable way to improve the performance in terms of time.
Hadoop MapReduce is a framework for developing applications that rapidly process vast
amounts of data in parallel on large clusters of computing nodes. This choice was
motivated by the fact that it is becoming the de-facto standard MapReduce
implementation and it is being used extensively in industry. Moreover, it is well
supported to work not only on clusters, but also on the cloud [3] and on graphic cards,
thus being an ideal candidate for high scalable parallelizationOn the basis of these
considerations, we propose and demonstrate a distributed and parallel dynamic metric
evaluation approach using Hadoop MapReduce. The efficiency of the proposed parallel
approach for dynamic metric evaluation as compared to the single machine processing is
empirically evaluated.

1.1 Dynamic Metrics
Software metrics are the units of measurement that are used to characterize software
engineering products (design, source code etc.), software engineering processes (analysis,
design, coding, testing etc.) and soft-ware engineering professionals (the efficiency of an
individual tester, or the productivity of an individual designer). If used properly, software
engineering metrics allow us to quantitatively define the degree of success or failure, for
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a product, a process, or a person, make meaningful and useful managerial and technical
decisions, and make quantified and meaningful estimates. Thus, incorporating metrics
into development plans is a simple step towards creating better systems. Software metrics
are of two types – static and dynamic.
The static metrics are able to quantify various aspects of the complexity of design or
source code of a software system, but their ability to accurately predict the dynamic
behaviour of an application is as yet unproven. Traditional static metrics alone may be insufficient in evaluating the dynamic behaviour of an application at runtime, as its
behaviour will be influenced by the execution environment as well as the complexity of
the source code. Object-oriented features such as polymorphism, dynamic binding,
inheritance and common presence of unused (“dead”) code in commercial software,
render the static metrics imprecise, as they do not precisely reflect the runtime situation
of the software [8]. For instance, target method of a polymorphic call depends on the run
time type of the object receiving the call. In programs that employ inheritance, this target
may change. Static metrics satisfy the purpose of judging the quantity attributes like size
and complexity of the software artefacts. But they are less precise than dynamic metrics
in measurement of the quality attributes of software such as reliability, testability, as
static metric are evaluated only by means of static inspection of the software artefacts.
The quality of software systems is more dependent on the runtime behaviour than the
potential characteristics implied by the static analysis of the software system. Dynamic
metrics are computed on the basis of the data collected during actual execution of the
system, and thus directly reflect the quality attributes (performance, error rates etc.) of
the software in its operational mode. Moreover, static metrics deal with the structural
aspects of a software system, whereas runtime metrics also deal with the behavioural
aspects of the system. For example, according to the results of a controlled experiment
conducted by Arisholm et al. [35], static coupling measures may be insufficient to
explain discrepancies in changeability for object-oriented designs. Moreover, static
metrics are somewhat constrained in their ability to deal with inheritance, polymorphism
and dynamic binding issues since the runtime types of field access and method
invocation are not known. However, dynamic metrics are capable to deal with such
issues. Moreover, the complex dynamic behaviour of many real-time applications
motivates us to focus on dynamic metrics in place of traditional static metrics. Dynamic
metrics are the class of software metrics that capture the dynamic behaviour of the
software system and are usually obtained from the execution traces of the code or from
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the executable models. A number of dynamic metrics [2][5-10] have been proposed over
the years for a variety of software engineering tasks such as program comprehension, reengineering, etc [12-16].
1.1.1 Dynamic Analysis
The fields of dynamic metrics and dynamic analysis are naturally interrelated. Dynamic
analysis – “the analysis of data gathered from a running program” [32] – reveals traits of
software components during execution, and dynamic metrics are used to measure specific
runtime properties of programs, components, subsystems and systems. Thus, we may
consider the collection of dynamic metrics as a part of the dynamic analysis paradigm.
The collection of dynamic metrics can be accomplished in different ways. Most common
is to collect the data by obtaining execution trace using dynamic analysis techniques
during software execution. Another method is to simulate runtime behaviour based on
executable modules and interaction diagrams (such as in UML and Real-time Object
Oriented Modelling (ROOM) languages). Each of these techniques has advantages and
disadvantages. The first approach provides actual figures reflecting system behaviour, as
it captures the true values at runtime. A disadvantage of this approach is that it is only
feasible in the later stages of development. Also, a drawback is that dynamic analysis can
only provide a partial picture of the system, i.e., the results obtained is valid for the
scenarios that were exercised during the analysis. On the other hand, simulation does not
require executable code and the metrics data can be collected at an earlier stage.
However, given likely changes between design and code, this technique is not as accurate
and precise as its execution-based counterpart. Despite these difficulties, both techniques
have been examined empirically to collect and test several dynamic metrics [2][5][36].

1.2 Calling Context Profiling
Calling context profiling is a common profiling technique that helps analyse the dynamic
inter-procedural control flow of applications. It is particularly important for
understanding and optimizing object-oriented software, where polymorphism and
dynamic binding hinder static analyses. Calling context profiling hereby collects statistics
separately for each calling context, such as the number of method invocations or the CPU
time spent in a calling context. Both the dynamic call graph (DCG) and the Calling
Context Tree (CCT) are well-known data structures often used for performance
characterization and optimization [24]. The nodes in the respective data structures are
associated with profiling information. Such a profile can include a wide range of
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dynamic metrics, e.g., execution times or cache misses. Platform-independent dynamic
metrics such as the number of method invocations or executed bytecodes are of particular
interest in the area of performance characterization. These metrics are reproducible,
accurate, portable, and comparable [36]. Unlike a context-insensitive DCG, a CCT in
principle is capable of capturing the complete context of a call. Still, CCTs generated by
state-of-the-art profilers [37] are missing one key bit of information present in the wellknown labelled variant of DCGs: information about the individual site at which a call is
made. In other words, while keeping track of numerous methods in entire call chains,
many calling context profilers are unable to distinguish between multiple call sites within
a single method.
1.2.1 Calling Context Trees
The Calling Context Tree (CCT) [24] is a common data structure to represent calling
context profiles at runtime. Each node in a CCT corresponds to a calling context and
keeps the dynamic metrics measured for that particular calling context; it also refers to
the method in which the metrics were collected. The parent of a CCT node represents the
caller‟s context, while the children nodes correspond to the callee methods. If the same
method is invoked in distinct calling contexts, the different invocations are thus
represented by distinct nodes in the CCT. In contrast, if the same method is invoked
multiple times in the same calling context and from the same call site, the dynamic
metrics collected during the executions of that method are kept in the same CCT node.
The CCT thus makes it possible to distinguish dynamic metrics by their calling context.
This level of detail is useful in many areas of software engineering such as profiling [24],
debugging [38], testing [39], and reverse engineering [40].
It should be noted that the data structure itself does not impose any restrictions on
the number and kind of dynamic metrics kept in the CCT nodes; in particular, these
metrics may be platform-dependent (CPU time, number of cache misses) or platformindependent (number of method invocations 4 , number of executed bytecodes, number
of object allocations). An instrumenting profiler modifies the target program with
additional instructions to collect the required information for the purpose of creating
CCT of the executed code. Fig. 1(c) exemplifies such a CCT data structure formed after
the execution of the code given in Fig. 1(a), which stores both metrics. Also Fig. 1(b)
depicts the way instrumentation is undertaken for the given code. CCTs are most useful if
they faithfully represent overall program execution.
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public interface Shape {float area(); }
public class Square implements Shape
{
final float a;
public Square(float a)
{
super(); // BP = 2
this.a = a;
}
publicfloat area() {return a*a; }
}
public class Composite implements Shape
{
final Shape x, y;
public Composite(Shape x, Shape y)
{
super(); // BP = 2
this.x = x; this.y = y;
}
publicfloat area()
{
float a1 = x.area(); // BP = 3
float a2 = y.area(); // BP = 6
return a1 + a2;
}
}
public class Demo
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
Shape s1 = new Square(2); // BP = 4
Shape s2 = new Composite(s1, s1); // BP = 10
sumAreas(new Shape[] f s1, s2, s1 g); // BP = 24
}
static float sumAreas(Shape[] ss)
{
float sum = 0;
int i = 0;
while (true)
{
if (i >= ss.length)
return sum;
else
sum += ss[i++].area(); // BP = 16
}
}
}

Fig. 1.1. (a) Example Java Code.
static float sumAreas(Shape[] ss)
{
intcallerBP = JP2Runtime.getBP();
CCTNode caller = JP2Runtime.getCurrentNode();
CCTNodecallee =caller.profileCall("sumAreas(Shape[])", callerBP, 4);
try
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{
callee.profileBasicBlock(0);
float sum = 0;
int i = 0;
while (true)
{
callee.profileBasicBlock(1);
if (i >= ss.length)
{
callee.profileBasicBlock(2);
return sum;
}
else
{
callee.profileBasicBlock(3);
JP2Runtime.setBP(16)
sum += ss[i++].area(); // BP = 16
}
}
}
finally
{
JP2Runtime.setCurrentNode(caller);
JP2Runtime.setBP(callerBP);
}

}
Fig. 1.1 (b) Instrumentation of the sumAreas method for profiling.
root

@1
Demo.main(String[])1

@10

Square.<init>(float)1

Composite.<init>(Shape, Demo.sumAreas(Shape[])1
Shape)1

@2

Object.<init>()1
Object.<init>()1
Composite.area()1

Square.area()1

Square.area()2

Square.area()1

Fig. 1.1. (c) CCT generated after profiling.
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1.3 MapReduce
A MapReduce program is composed of a Map() procedure that performs filtering and
sorting (such as sorting students by first name into queues, one queue for each name) and
a Reduce() procedure that performs a summary operation (such as counting the number
of students in each queue, yielding name frequencies). The "MapReduce System" (also
called "infrastructure" or "framework") orchestrates the processing by marshalling the
distributed servers, running the various tasks in parallel, managing all communications
and data transfers between the various parts of the system, and providing
for redundancy and fault tolerance.
1.3.1 Programming Model
The computation takes a set of input key/value pairs, and produces a set of output
key/value pairs. The user of the MapReduce library expresses the computation as two
functions: Map and Reduce. Map, written by the user, takes an input pair and produces a
set of intermediate key/value pairs. The MapReduce library groups together all
intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key I and passes them to the
Reduce function. The Reduce function, also written by the user, accepts an intermediate
key I and a set of values for that key. It merges together these values to form a possibly
smaller set of values. Typically just zero or one output value is produced per Reduce
invocation. The intermediate values are supplied to the user's reduce function via an
iterator. This allows us to handle lists of values that are too large to fit in memory.
Conceptually the map and reduce functions supplied by the user have associated
types:
map (k1,v1) → list(k2,v2)
reduce (k2,list(v2)) → list(v2)
i.e., the input keys and values are drawn from a different domain than the output keys and
values. Furthermore, the intermediate keys and values are from the same domain as the
output keys and values.
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Fig 1.2 Basic data flow in a MapReduce job; M-Map; R–Reduce

1.3.2 Hadoop MapReduce
Hadoop MapReduce is a software framework for easily writing applications which
process vast amounts of data (multi-terabyte data-sets) in-parallel on large clusters
(thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.
A MapReduce job usually splits the input data-set into independent chunks which
are processed by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner. The framework sorts the
outputs of the maps, which are then input to the reduce tasks. Typically both the input
and the output of the job are stored in a file-system. The framework takes care of
scheduling tasks, monitoring them and re-executes the failed tasks.
Typically the compute nodes and the storage nodes are the same, that is, the
MapReduce framework and the Hadoop Distributed File System are running on the same
set of nodes. This configuration allows the framework to effectively schedule tasks on
the nodes where data is already present, resulting in very high aggregate bandwidth
across the cluster.
The MapReduce framework consists of a single master JobTracker and one
slave TaskTracker per cluster-node. The master is responsible for scheduling the jobs'
component tasks on the slaves, monitoring them and re-executing the failed tasks. The
slaves execute the tasks as directed by the master.
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Minimally,

applications

specify

the

input/output

locations

and

supply map and reduce functions via implementations of appropriate interfaces and/or
abstract-classes. These, and other job parameters, comprise the job configuration. The
Hadoop jobclient then submits the job (jar/executable etc.) and configuration to
the JobTracker

which

then

assumes

the

responsibility

of

distributing

the

software/configuration to the slaves, scheduling tasks and monitoring them, providing
status and diagnostic information to the job-client.
Key Hadoop MapReduce Features:


Scale-out Architecture - Add servers to increase processing power



Security & Authentication - Works with HDFS and HBase security to make
sure that only approved users can operate against the data in the system



Resource Manager - Employs data locality and server resources to determine
optimal computing operations



Optimized Scheduling - Completes jobs according to prioritization



Flexibility – Procedures can be written in virtually any programming
language



Resiliency & High Availability - Multiple job and task trackers ensure that
jobs fail independently and restart automatically

1.3.2.1 Job Flow in Hadoop MapReduce
The job execution starts when the client program submit to the JobTracker a job
configuration, which specifies the map, combine and reduce function, as well as the input
and output path of data.
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Fig. 1.3 Hadoop MapReduce Architecture
The JobTracker will first determine the number of splits (each split is configurable,
~16-64MB) from the input path, and select some TaskTracker based on their network
proximity to the data sources, then the JobTracker send the task requests to those selected
TaskTrackers.
Each TaskTracker will start the map phase processing by extracting the input data
from the splits. For each record parsed by the “InputFormat”, it invoke the user provided
“map” function, which emits a number of key/value pair in the memory buffer. A
periodic wakeup process will sort the memory buffer into different reducer node by
invoke the “combine” function. The key/value pairs are sorted into one of the R local
files (suppose there are R reducer nodes).
When the map task completes (all splits are done), the TaskTracker will notify the
JobTracker. When all the TaskTrackers are done, the JobTracker will notify the selected
TaskTrackers for the reduce phase.
Each TaskTracker will read the region files remotely. It sorts the key/value pairs
and for each key, it invoke the “reduce” function, which collects the key/aggregated
Value into the output file (one per reducer node).
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Map/Reduce framework is resilient to crash of any components. The JobTracker
keep tracks of the progress of each phases and periodically ping the TaskTracker for their
health status. When any of the map phase TaskTracker crashes, the JobTracker will
reassign the map task to a different TaskTracker node, which will rerun all the assigned
splits. If the reduce phase TaskTracker crashes, the JobTracker will rerun the reduce at a
different TaskTracker. After both phase completes, the JobTracker will unblock the client
program.
1.3.3 Example
Consider the problem of counting the number of occurrences of each word in a large
collection of documents. The user would write code similar to the following pseudocode:
map(String key, String value):
// key: document name
// value: document contents
for each word w in value:
emitIntermediate(w, "1");
reduce(String key, Iterator values):
// key: a word
// values: a list of counts
int result = 0;
for each v in values:
result += ParseInt(v);
emit(AsString(result));
The map function emits each word plus an associated count of occurrences (just `1'
in this simple example). The reduce function sums together all counts emitted for a
particular word. In addition, the user writes code to fill in a MapReduce specification
object with the names of the input and output files, and optional tuning parameters. The
user then invokes the MapReduce function, passing it the specification object.
1.3.4 Performance Considerations in MapReduce
MapReduce programs are not guaranteed to be fast. The main benefit of this
programming model is to exploit the optimized shuffle operation of the platform, and
only having to write the Map and Reduce parts of the program. In practice, the author of
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a MapReduce program however has to take the shuffle step into consideration; in
particular the partition function and the amount of data written by the Map function can
have

a

large

impact

on

the

performance.

Additional

modules

such

as

the Combiner function can help to reduce the amount of data written to disk, and
transmitted over the network.
When designing a MapReduce algorithm, the author needs to choose a good trade
off between the computation and the communication costs. Communication cost often
dominates the computation cost, and many MapReduce implementations are designed to
write all communication to distributed storage for crash recovery.
For processes that complete fast, and where the data fits into main memory of a single
machine or a small cluster, using a MapReduce framework usually is not effective: since
these frameworks are designed to recover from the loss of whole nodes during the
computation, they write interim results to distributed storage. This crash recovery is
expensive, and only pays off when the computation involves many computers and a long
runtime of the computation - a task that completes in seconds can just be restarted in the
case of an error; and the likelihood of at least one machine failing grows quickly with the
cluster size. On such problems, implementations keeping all data in memory and simply
restarting a computation on node failures, or - when the data is small enough - nondistributed solutions will often be faster than a MapReduce system.
1.3.5 MapReduce on cloud
Cloud computing and storage solutions provide users and enterprises with various
capabilities to store and process their data in third-party data centers. It relies on sharing
of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale, similar to a utility (like
the electricity grid) over a network. At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader
concept of converged infrastructure and shared services.
Cloud computing, or in simpler shorthand just "the cloud", also focuses on
maximizing the effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are usually not
only shared by multiple users but are also dynamically reallocated per demand. This can
work for allocating resources to users. For example, a cloud computer facility that serves
European users during European business hours with a specific application (e.g., email)
may reallocate the same resources to serve North American users during North America's
business hours with a different application (e.g., a web server). This approach should
maximize the use of computing power thus reducing environmental damage as well since
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less power, air conditioning, rack space, etc. are required for a variety of functions. With
cloud computing, multiple users can access a single server to retrieve and update their
data without purchasing licenses for different applications.
The term "moving to cloud" also refers to an organization moving away from a
traditional CAPEX model (buy the dedicated hardware and depreciate it over a period of
time) to the OPEX model (use a shared cloud infrastructure and pay as one uses it).
Proponents claim that cloud computing allows companies to avoid upfront infrastructure
costs, and focus on projects that differentiate their businesses instead of on
infrastructure. Proponents also claim that cloud computing allows enterprises to get their
applications up and running faster, with improved manageability and less maintenance,
and enables IT to more rapidly adjust resources to meet fluctuating and unpredictable
business demand. Cloud providers typically use a "pay as you go" model. This can lead
to unexpectedly high charges if administrators do not adapt to the cloud pricing model.
The present availability of high-capacity networks, low-cost computers and storage
devices as well as the widespread adoption of hardware virtualization, service-oriented
architecture, and autonomic and utility computing have led to a growth in cloud
computing. One can scale up as computing needs increase and then scale down again as
demands decrease.
MapReduce is usually available as a web service that makes it easy to quickly and
cost-effectively process vast amounts of data. It simplifies big data processing, providing
a managed Hadoop framework that makes it easy, fast, and cost-effective to distribute
and process vast amounts of your data across dynamically scalable Amazon EC2
instances. Cloud services securely and reliably handles the big data use cases, including
log analysis, web indexing, data warehousing, machine learning, financial analysis,
scientific simulation, and bioinformatics.

1.4 Motivations
Despite many advantages, the number of experiences and industry reports using dynamic
metrics is very less; reason being the scalability issues of the underneath dynamic
analysis techniques [18]. One of the major issues is to extract relevant metrics from large
amount of data generated during software execution [17]. The processing of this much
data takes time and thus creates delay in getting the final metric values. The kind of
resources required to process huge amount of execution data is also an obstacle in the
acceptance of dynamic metrics. A potential future direction is seen in large scale
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industrial studies to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed dynamic metrics in real life
scenario [11].
Although, the evaluation of dynamic metrics has been carried out several times in
past, none of the previous works focused on the performance analysis of metric
collection [8-9][20]. In most of the cases, the software under study are too small to cause
any performance related issues [5][10][19][31].
These points inspired us to focus on defining efficient and scalable approach for the
collection of dynamic coupling metrics. Although scalability problem also relates to the
memory overhead of the profiling task, our focus was towards the time overhead incurred
while extracting dynamic metrics from large runtime data.

1.5 Research Objectives
Based on the motivations and research gaps, we define the following oobjectives for the
dissertation work:
1) To propose and implement a MapReduce approach for dynamic metric
evaluation.
2) To assess the behaviour of proposedMapReduce approach for dynamic
metric evaluation in comparison to the single machine processing.
3) To analyze the performance of our proposed MapReduce approach for
dynamic metric evaluation in terms of performance factors such as scaleup, speed-up and increase in base program units i.e. the class batch size.
The output of dynamic profiling i.e. CCT or stack trace is a nested structure which
inherently is indivisible. Objective 1 aims to find a way to bifurcate the output so that the
metric evaluation could be done in parallel via MapReduce. Parallel computation poses
an additional overhead of: scheduling the tasks, distribution of data, task tracking, etc.
Objective 2 targets to check if these mechanisms considerably hamper the ultimate task
of metric evaluation, or whether the multinode parallel MapReduce performs better than
the single-node MapReduce for dynamic metrics collection.Scale-up is defined as the
ability of an N-times larger cluster to perform an N-times larger job in the same elapsed
time as the original system [21].Speed-up is defined as the ability of an N-times larger
cluster to give N-times increase in performance (in terms of time) on the same size of
job. Speed-up is said to be linear. Objective 3 intends to study both of these factors for
our parallel MapReduce approach. A class is the main basic entity of measurement for
object-oriented dynamic metrics, while quantifying the quality attributes of object
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oriented software. Objective 4 aims to analyze the behaviour of parallel approach with an
increase in the number of classes (out of all classes in an application) submitted as a
batch for dynamic metric evaluation.

1.6 Thesis Outline
A comprehensive discussion of dynamic metrics, calling context profiling and
MapReduce has been done in this chapter.
Rest of the thesis is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 presents literature surveyed on dynamic metrics and callingcontext
trees and MapReduce in software engineering. It also provides a summary of
work done so far in related area.



Chapter 3 of thesis discusses the research methodology and tools used.



Chapter 4 presents the results of the experiments with a brief description about
results wherever necessary.



Conclusions with its findings and scope of future work are given in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter begins by discussing the literature surveyed on Dynamic metrics in Section
2.1. In Section 2.2, prior work evaluating dynamic metrics is discussed. Section 2.3
presents the literature on calling context trees used for profiling. Various dynamic metric
evaluating tools are explained in Section 2.4. Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion
in section 2.5 on the software engineering areas that have exploited MapReduce
paradigm in the past.

2.1 Dynamic Metrics
Chidamber and Kemerer [4] first addressed the need for new and modified metrics for
object-oriented systems by introducing a set of metrics. Their metrics suite has been a
subject of discussion for many years and the authors themselves and other researchers
have continued to improve or add to the “CK” metric suite.
Tahir [1] in his systematic mapping found out that coupling was the most widely
studied dynamic metric. Thus, we focussed on the dynamic coupling metrics for the
evaluation of our dynamic metric evaluation approach.
Dynamic Coupling Metrics: Dynamic coupling metrics are used to measure actual
coupling taking place between a pair of objects or classes at runtime in a software
system. Dynamic coupling metrics are measured at object level and can be aggregated to
class or system level. Moreover, dynamic coupling measures can be defined at different
stages of software development lifecycle like design-time or coding-time.


EOC and IOC Metrics - Yacoub et al. [6] propose object level dynamic coupling
measures, Export Object Coupling (EOC) and Import Object Coupling (IOC)
based on executable object-oriented design models and these models are generated
using Real-Time Object Oriented Modelling (ROOM) language. The design
models used to collect the coupling measures are a kind of sequence diagrams that
allow execution simulation. The EOC or IOC count the number of messages sent
between two distinct objects oi and oj in a given ROOM sequence diagram x (in
opposite directions), divided by the total number of messages exchanged in x.
Thus, the result of each metric is the percentage that reflects the “intensity” of
interactions between two objects in a particular direction relative to the total
number of object interaction in x. EOC and IOC metrics can affect many of the
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quality attributes such as maintainability, understandability, reusability and errorpropagation.
Table 2.1 EOC and IOC Metrics
EOC

EOCx(oi, oj ), the export coupling for object oi w.r.t. object oj,
is the percentage of the number of messagessent from oi to oj
w.r.t the total number of messages exchanged during the
execution of the scenario x.

IOC

IOCx(oi, oj), the import coupling for object oi w.r.t. object oj , is
the percentage of the number of messages received by object oi
from object oj w.r.t. the total number of messages exchanged
during the execution of the scenario x.



Arisholm Metrics Suite - The concept of import and export coupling given by
Yacoub et al. is extended by Arisholm [41] to take into consideration the
direction as well as class level, where he proposes 12 dynamic coupling measures
for object-oriented software divided along three orthogonal dimensions: direction,
mapping and strength. Out of these 12 metrics, six metrics are defined at object
level and other six are defined at class level. Each dynamic coupling metric name
(e.g., IC OC) starts with either IC or EC to distinguish between import coupling
and export coupling based on direction of the coupling. import coupling counts
the messages sent from an object or class, whereas export coupling counts the
mes- sages received by an object or class. The next letter indicates the mapping
level („O‟ for Object and „C‟ for Class). Mapping level here defines the
granularity level at which coupling is being measured by the concerned metric.
The last letter in the name of a particular metric denotes the strength of coupling.
Here, strength of coupling measures the amount of association between the two
objects. The amount of association between the objects may be quantified at three
levels of granularity: 1) Dynamic messages (D): the number of times each
message is sent from one object to another; 2) Distinct method invocations (M):
the number of distinct method invocations between two objects; 3) Distinct
classes (C): the number of distinct classes involved in association between the
objects. Authors also demonstrate that dynamic export coupling measures are
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good indicators of change proneness of software systems. However, Arisholm et
al. define and study dynamic coupling measures as stand-alone metrics and do not
consider the effect of code coverage measures on the proposed measures in detail.
Table 2.2 Dynamic Coupling Metrics by Arisholm
Metric

Definition

IC OD

This measure counts the total number of messages sent from one
object to other objects.

IC OM

This measure counts the number of distinct methods invoked
from one object to other objects.

IC OC

This measure counts the number of distinct server classes used
by the methods of the given object.

IC CD

This measure counts the total number of messages sent by all
methods in all objects of a class.

IC CM

This measure counts the number of distinct methods invoked by
all methods in all the objects of a class.

IC CC

This measure counts the number of distinct server classes used
by all methods of all objects of a class.

EC OD

This measure counts the total number of messages received by
one object from other objects.

EC OM This measure counts the number of distinct methods received by
an object.
EC OC

This measure counts the number of distinct client classes that
in a given object are being used.

EC CD

This measure counts the total number of messages received by
all methods of all objects of a class.

EC CM

This measure counts the number of distinct methods received by
all methods of all objects of a class.

EC CC

This measure counts the number of distinct client classes that
in all objects of a given class are being used.



Arisholm et al. [2] extend the work done by Arisholm [29] by formally defining
the dynamic coupling measures in an operational form and validating them
theoretically as well as empirically.
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Mitchell and Power Metrics Suite [5] - As discussed above, Arisholm et al.
measure the amount of import and export coupling between objects at different
levels, whereas Mitchell and Power [5] propose to measure degree of import and
export coupling between objects. Mitchell and Power define a set of dynamic
coupling metrics. The first three metrics are defined on the basis of static
coupling metric, CBO [4]. They are designed to apply to an application at runtime
and provide a means to evaluate class level coupling. The next four metrics (R I,
RE, RDI, RDE) in are defined to evaluate object level dynamic coupling. The
metrics RDI and RDE are an improvement over metrics RI and RE as they are
normalized and may be more useful in comparing classes of different sizes.
Mitchell and Power in [42] examine the relationship between static and dynamic
coupling metrics in the context of the influence of instruction coverage. The main
measures used in this study are the static coupling metric (CBO), six dynamic
metrics (IC CD, IC CM, IC CC, EC CD, EC CM, EC CC) proposed by Arisholm
et al. [41] and instruction coverage measure (Ic). The instruction coverage
measure Ic corresponds to the Java bytecode instructions. The results of study
indicate strong influence of coverage measures on the correlation between static
and dynamic metrics.
Table 2.3 Dynamic Coupling Metrics by Mitchell and Power
Metric

Description

Dynamic CBO for
a class
Degree of dynamic
coupling between
two
classes
at
runtime

This metric is a direct translation of the C&K CBO
metric, except it is defined at runtime.
No. times a class A accesses methods or instances
variables from a class B as a percentage of the total
number of methods or instance variables accessed
by A.

Degree of dynamic
coupling within a
given set of classes

This metric is an extension of above metric, to
indicate the level of dynamic coupling occurring
within a given set of classes.

RI

Runtime import coupling between objects

RE

Runtime export coupling between objects

RDI

Runtime import degree of coupling

RDE

Runtime export degree of coupling
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Dynamic Coupling Metric (DCM) - Another dimension to measure dynamic
coupling is initiated by Hassoun et al. [31], where they target to measure the
influence of one object on others over a period of time, instead of import/export
coupling concept. Hassoun et al. propose a dynamic coupling metric DCM for
measuring object level coupling for systems built on meta-level architectures
(declarative control languages that allow one to write specifications of program
behaviour). This metric is derived from the study that coupling between two
objects can be defined in terms of time during which one object influences the
other. Two objects are said to be coupled if either one of them could influence the
history of the other. The history of an object is defined as the sequence of its
states in time. The Dynamic Coupling Measure of an object (P) during a time
period Δt, denoted by DCM(P)|Δt, is defined as sum over all program execution
steps and sum over the total number of objects, (Oi), coupled to object P.
At the system level, the coupling measure in a time interval _t is the sum of
all measures defined in the above formula over all the objects of the system, i.e.,
DCM(system) |Δt = ∑
The DCM metric can be used to measure the coupling of a particular object or
the entire system at runtime.



Zaidman et al. [43] propose a variation of import coupling and use the same for
the purpose of program comprehension. Authors consider the following
properties of a coupling metric in order to be useful for the purpose of program
comprehension:
1) Since, software engineers try to comprehend the software at the classlevel

only. While selecting dynamic coupling measures, only those

metrics which are defined at class-level need to be considered.
2) All classes external to the actual project (e.g., library classes), have no
direct influence on the program comprehension process.
3) Only those classes that have a prominent role within the system‟s
architecture need to be considered and such classes are expected to
give orders to other classes, i.e., tell them what to do and what to give
in return. As such, these classes are expected to request the services of
other classes. This suggests that direction of coupling needs to be
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taken into consideration is the “import coupling” for the purpose of
program comprehension.

2.2 Dynamic Metric Evaluation
As mentioned earlier, dynamic metrics have been evaluated a number of times but mostly
the scale of software under study is small.


Arisholm et al. [31] defined and measured dynamic coupling metrics using an
open-source software system called Velocity to evaluate the dynamic coupling
measures. Velocity is part of the Apache Jakarta Project and consists of 17,210
source lines of code (SLOC) in 136 core application classes (after removing
“dead” code and classes related to test cases).



Mitchell &Power [5] define a number of object level run-time metrics, based on
the static Chidamber and Kemerer coupling between objects (CBO) measure.
These new metrics seek to quantify coupling at different layers of granularity that
is at class-class and object-class level. A number of statistical techniques,
principally agglomerative hierarchical clustering analysis, are used to facilitate
the identification of such objects. For the case study, metric data was collected for
the programs from the JOlden benchmark suite containing 10 applications namely
BH (6 classes), BiSort (1 class), Em3d (1 class), Health (4 classes), MST (2
classes), Perimeter (4 classes), Power (3 classes), TreeAdd (1 class), TSP (1
class), Voronoi (2 classes). A maximum CBO of 7 was evaluated for the
applications in this benchmark.



Gupta and Chhabra [10] introduced dynamic cohesion measures and theoretic
validation of the proposed measures is carried out to make them more
meaningful. Further, an experiment is carried out for the proposed dynamic
cohesion metrics using 20 Java classes (namely Circle, Rectangle, Complex,
Account, Manager, FixedStack, Balance, Triangle, RecTest, Box, Clicker,
IceCream, BangBean, Atomicity, ChopStick, CompType, GeneratorsTest,
InterestBearingAccount, Car, Employee). They also study tried to find the
effectiveness of the proposed dynamic cohesion measures on predicting the
change-proneness of classes in comparison to the static cohesion measures. For
this purpose, the authors set JDK 1.3.10 as the baseline, and then count the
number of changed lines in each class compared with JDK1.4.12, then compute
the correlation coefficient between cohesion values and the number of changed
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lines for each measure under study including the static as well as the proposed
dynamic cohesion measures. They used the number of changed lines as an
indicator of change proneness.


Hassoun et al. [19] built on the theoretical foundations of the DCM and
investigated, in more detail, an empirical validation of the metric. A profiler was
developed to collect dynamic coupling data represented by message exchanges
between objects at runtime; two system models with different architectural
characteristics providing the same functionality were then considered. Empirical
validation of the metric showed it to be a useful vehicle for comparing the
runtime coupling characteristics of software systems. Maximum number of
objects in the considered systems was 353468. Authors considered the scalability
of models as a threat to validity.



Hassoun et al. [44] investigated an empirical validation of this metric. A tool was
developed to collect dynamic coupling data represented by message exchanges
between objects at runtime; two system models with different architectural
characteristics providing the same functionality were then considered. Empirical
validation of the metric showed it to be a useful vehicle for comparing the
runtime coupling characteristics of software systems. Results also showed that for
examples covering various types of couplings, object-oriented (OO) reflective
systems separating the base level from the meta-level exhibited significantly less
coupling when compared with corresponding systems with a traditional OO
(single-level) architecture. The case study model consists of two Java systems
with different architectural characteristics providing the same functionality.
Execution of these systems resulted in the maximum of 508855 objects.
Few authors that evaluated the dynamic metrics for fairly larger system mention the

problem faced while extracting particular metric of interest out of vast execution data.


Mitchell and Power [9] defined a new set of dynamic metrics, research based on
the quantification of run-time elements of Java programs. They performed their
experiments on the applications included in SPECjvm98 benchmark suite [34]
specified in Table 1.
They used Java Virtual Machine Debug Interface (JVMDI), a programming
interface contained in the J2SDK from version 1.4.0 onward, for profiling the
applications to generate runtime data. They clearly stated that one of the problems
with dynamic analysis that has been eluted in this study is the large volume of
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data that is generated. Thus the organisation and classification of this data will
need to be given careful consideration. However, this problem was not given
focus as the main aim of their study was to state the usefulness of dynamic
metrics by comparing various static and dynamic metrics like CBO, Dynamic
CBO, Simple Dynamic LCOM and Dynamic Call-Weighted LCOM.
Table 2.4. Applications under study in the experiments by Mitchell & Power.
Application

Maximum Number of
Method Calls



_201_compress

17,822,835

_202_jess

23,333,274

_205_ raytrace

25,577,699

_209_ db

34,183,241

_213_ javac

14,050,905

_222_ mpegaudio

21,452,712

_227_ mtrt

25,856,949

_228_ jack

33,064,049

Mitchell and Power [20] presented a new technique for collecting dynamic trace
information from Java GUI programs. The problems of collecting run-time
information from such interactive applications in comparison with traditional
batch style execution benchmark programs were outlined. The possible utility of
such run-time information was discussed and from this a number of simple runtime metrics were suggested. The metrics results for a small CelsiusConverter
Java GUI program are illustrated to demonstrate the viability of such an analysis.
They used the Java Platform Debug Architecture (JPDA) for generating the event
traces, while a specially designed back-end EventTraceanalyzer class carries out
the processing of these traces. The final component of the collection system was a
Metrics class, which was responsible for computing the values for the desired
metrics. They also mentioned that the dynamic analysis of any program involves
a huge amount of data processing. However, the level of performance of the
collection mechanism was not considered to be a critical issue at this time. It was
only desirable that the analysis could be carried out in reasonable and practical
time. It was however necessary to be able to collect a wide variety of dynamic
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information, therefore the collection mechanism had to be designed with a high
degree of flexibility in mind.


Sarimbekov et al. [28] presented the design and implementation of JP2, a new
tool that profiles both the inter- and intra-procedural control flow of workloads on
standard JVMs. JP2 produces calling-context profiles preserving callsite
information, as well as execution statistics at the level of individual basic blocks
of code. JP2 is complemented with scripts that compute various dynamic
bytecode metrics from the profiles. As a case-study and tutorial on the use of JP2,
they used it for crossprofiling for an embedded Java processor. The profiled
applications are mentioned in Table 2.5. They had used the latest release (9.12,
nicknamed “Bach”) of the DaCapo benchmark suite.
Table 2.5 DaCapo benchmark applications profiled by Sarimbekov et al. for
crossprofiling.
Application

Number of nodes in the
CCT (including callsites)

Avrora

187,148

Batik

567,288

Eclipse

20,941,526

Fop

602,522

h2

328,960

Jython

21,147,785

Luindex

235,326

Lusearch

91,302

Pmd
Sunflow

4,362,234
348,723

Tradebeans

6,673,170

Tradesoap

7,060,342

Xalan

387,423

All benchmarks have been run on a Dell PowerEdge M605 with 64 GiB of
RAM with two 2.6 GHz AMD six-core Opteron processors (for a total of 12
cores). They mentioned that the resource consumption of such an analysis, both in
terms of time and space, depends very much on the XQuery processor used.
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When dealing with large input documents like our XML-based calling-contexttree profiles, whose size may exceed main memory, it thus becomes crucial to use
a processor capable of streaming the input document. This of course requires the
analysis to be written in such a way as not to require random access; for most
analyseswe encountered in practice, this is the case.


Sewe et al. [29] characterized the workload of DaCapo and Scala benchmarks,
using the evaluation of a number of dynamic metrics carried out on a
considerably powerful machine (i.e. an Opteron machine with 40GiB RAM).

2.3 Calling Context Trees (CCT)
Ammon et al. [24] proposed a run-time data structure, called the calling context tree
(CCT), to label an arbitrary metric or set of metrics with its dynamic calling context. The
CCT captures a program‟s calling behavior more precisely than a call graph, but its size
is bounded, unlike a complete dynamic call tree. Context sensitive profiling provides a
calling context for flow sensitive (or other) procedural-level profiles using CCT. A CCT
can accurately record a metric along different call paths thereby solving the “gprof
problem”. Another important property of CCT is that the sets of paths in the DCT and
CCT are identical. The out-degree of a vertex in the CCT is bounded by the number of
unique procedures that may be called by the associate procedure. The breadth of the CCT
is bounded by the number of procedures in a program. In the absence of recursion, the
depth of a CCT also is bounded by the number of procedures in a program. However,
with recursion, the depth of a CCT may be unbounded. To bound the depth, Ammon et
al. [24] define the vertex equivalence as follows:


Vertices v and w in a DCT are equivalent if: v and w represent the same
procedure, and 



The tree parent of v is equivalent to the tree parent of w, or v = w, or there is a
vertex u such that u represents the same procedure as v and w and u is an
ancestor of both v and w. 

2.4 Dynamic Metrics evaluation Tools
Several tools have also been implemented to help automate the dynamic measurement
process. Some of these tools are implementations of the above metrics suites. A summary
of these tools is shown in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6 Summary of Dynamic Metric Tools
Tool

Description

*J [9]

*J is a tool designed to ease the dynamic metrics data collection
process. The tool is used to gather, compute and present dynamic
metrics data for Java programs.
A debugging tool to compute the number of executions for
individual methods. This is the only tool found that has been
designed specifically for the C language.
An AOP-based adaptable tool that collects dynamic metric data in a
non-invasive way. They employ an AOP technique using the AspectJ
tool.
A plug-in to enhance the traditional static information provided by
Eclipse with various dynamic metrics information. Senseocollects
both runtime information and performance-related metrics.
A tool designed to support and enhance the comprehension of Ajax
applications for the purpose of maintenance and testing.
A profiler that uses (CCRCs) visualization charts to enable efficient
construction and navigation of large Calling Context Trees during
execution. It also provides a visualization environment for the
collected dynamic data.

A new debugging
tool [72]
AOP HiddenMetrics [27]
Senseo [17]

DynaRIA [66]
A new (CCRCs)
profiler [59]

Sarimbekov et al. [28] presented a profiler tool namely JP2. They stated that
prevailing tools for collecting calling-context profiles or dynamic bytecode metrics often
provide only incomplete information or suffer from limited compatibility with standard
JVMs. However, completeness and accuracy of the profiles is essential for tasks such as
workload characterization, and compatibility with standard JVMs is important to ensure
that complex workloads can be executed. Authors presented the design and
implementation of JP2, a new tool that profiles both the inter- and intra-procedural
control flow of workloads on standard JVMs. JP2 produces calling-context profiles
preserving callsite information, as well as execution statistics at the level of individual
basic blocks of code. JP2 is complemented with scripts that compute various dynamic
bytecode metrics from the profiles. As a case-study and tutorial on the use of JP2, we use
it for crossprofiling for an embedded Java processor.

2.5 MapReduce
Dean and Ghemawat [26] proposed a programming model and an associated
implementation for processing and generating large data sets. Many real world tasks in
this model were expressed. Authors state that programs written in this functional style are
automatically parallelized and executed on a large cluster of commodity machines. The
run-time system takes care of the details of partitioning the input data, scheduling the
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program's execution across a set of machines, handling machine failures, and managing
the required inter-machine communication. This allows programmers without any
experience with parallel and distributed systems to easily utilize the resources of a large
distributed system. The implementation of MapReduce runs on a large cluster of
commodity machines and is highly scalable: a typical MapReduce computation processes
many terabytes of data on thousands of machines.
MapReduce paradigm has been used in various areas of software engineering
research where scalability is known to be an issue.
Sajnani et al. [21] implemented a MapReduce based parallel algorithm for code
clone detection that is capable of scaling to thousands of projects.
Geronimo et al. [22] proposed a parallel genetic algorithm that uses MapReduce to
automatically generate JUnit test suites.
Bianculliet al. [23] exploited the MapReduce framework to check specifications
expressed in a metric temporal logic with aggregating modalities (over large execution
traces).

2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the first Section surveys the work done in dynamic metric area. The
second section 2.2 focuses on the literature where dynamic metrics have been evaluated.
Section 2.3 details some literature on calling context trees. Various dynamic metric tools
presented in the past have been included in Section 2.4. Various areas of software
engineering that have exploited MapReduce paradigm are stated in the last Section 2.5.
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METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter provides an overview of the sample applications taken under study for the
evaluation of our approach. Methodology is detailed in this section including the
discussion on dynamic coupling metrics that are used, tool used for profiling,
experimental setup and algorithms generated for the specified technique.

3.1 Sample Applications
For the selection of inputs, there was a clear criterion - the number of nodes generated in
the resultant CCT after a single JP2 run. We selected two applications from the DaCapo9.12-bach suite [30] which produced the largest number of CCT nodes– Eclipse and
Jython. These applications turned out to be appropriate for such a study that targets
scalability and performance issues. The DaCapo benchmark applications can be divided
into four categories on the basis of size namely small, default, large and huge (not
available for all). We needed the profiles to have varying node counts for the same
application in order to test scale-up. Hence, Eclipse profiles of different sizes from small
(4316973) to large (40544790) were undertaken.
Table 3.1. Input Applications
Application name
Eclipse (large)
Jython (default)

Number of Classes
(traced)
1235
578

CCT Node Count
40544790
8760832

Eclipse
Eclipse is

an integrated

development

environment (IDE).

It

contains

a

base workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment.
Written

mostly in Java,

Eclipse

can

be

used

to

develop

applications. The

initial codebase originated from IBM Visual Age. The Eclipse software development
kit (SDK), which includes the Java development tools, is meant for Java developers.
Users can extend its abilities by installing plug-ins written for the Eclipse Platform, such
as development toolkits for other programming languages, and can write and contribute
their own plug-in modules. Released under the terms of the Eclipse Public License,
Eclipse SDK is free and open source software (although it is incompatible with the GNU
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General Public License). It was one of the first IDEs to run under GNU Classpath and it
runs without problems under IcedTea.
In the DaCapo benchmark, the Eclipse application executes some of the (non-GUI)
JDT performance tests for the Eclipse IDE.
Jython
Jython programs can import and use any Java class. Except for some standard modules,
Jython programs use Java classes instead of Python modules. Jython includes almost all
of the modules in the standard Python programming language distribution, lacking only
some of the modules implemented originally in C. For example, a user interface in
Jython

could

be

written

with Swing, AWT or SWT.

Jython

compiles

to

Java bytecode (intermediate language) either on demand or statically. Jython is one of
two scripting languages (with Jacl) used in WebSphere Application Server. It is used
in IBM Rational development tools, where Jython projects can be created using wizards.
It is used as the main programming language for the DataMelt scientific computing.
In the DaCapo benchmark, the Jython application interprets the pybench Python
benchmark.
3.2 Methodology
Fig. 3.1 gives an overview of our experimental methodology. We decided to use the
cloud service of MapReduce for our evaluation.
Stepwise Methodology:


To start with, a custom dumper is designed for the JP2 profiler so that we get the
CCT in the form of multiple independent XML files, which can be processed in
parallel (the approach used is explained in the following sub-sections).



A Hadoop MapReduce job is created for the evaluation of selected dynamic
coupling metrics. The detail of this job is given in the following sub-sections.



We start the metric evaluation process by passing the Java application to the
customized JP2 profiler. The resulted profiler output is a set of multiple XML
files of the CCT generated using our custom dumper.



These files are uploaded to the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File Sytem) on local
machine as well as cloud.



We study the performance, output and logs of the MapReduce jobs both on cloud
and local machine.
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We iterate the steps to set up the cluster, reconfigure Hadoop and execute the
MapReduce job on cloud several times in order to study the effect of scale-up,
speed-up and increase in number of classes submitted as a batch for evaluation.
Java Application
JP2 Profiler
Custom Dumper
Multiple XML
files of CCT

Local Single
Node HDFS

Cloud MultiNode HDFS

MapReduce
job for metric
evaluation
Evaluation on
single node

Evaluation on
a cluster of
multiple nodes

Outputs / Logs

Outputs / Logs
Reconfigure cluster

Fig. 3.1 Methodology used to evaluate our MapReduce approach.
3.2.1 Dynamic Coupling Metrics
As discussed earlier, coupling is the most widely studied dynamic metric. Thus, we chose
a set of dynamic coupling metrics for the evaluation of our MapReduce approach.
Dynamic coupling (class level) is intended to be measured in two forms – when a class is
accessed by another class at runtime, and when a class accesses other classes at runtime
(i.e., to account for both callers and callees). The metrics selected for this study are
designed to work in both directions i.e. import and export at the class level, and are
collected using method invocations captured during program execution at different levels
of granularity namely object/class, method, message and callsite.
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Helper definitions
C

Set of classes in the system

M

Set of methods in the system

S

Set of callsites in the system

RMCRMC→ M×C
The set of all methods that are actually defined in a class.
IV
IV→ M×C×M×C
The set of all method invocations in the system.
RSMCRSMC→ S×M×C
The set of all callsitesthat are present in a method of a class.
CS
CS→ M×C×S×M×C
The set of all callsite aware method invocations in the system.
1) Total Dynamic Messages
Within a runtime session, the total number of messages sent from (or received by) a class
to (or from) other class, is considered as the Total Dynamic Messages (TDM). TDM for a
class c1 is defined as:
TDM(c1)=∑{ExecutionCount(c1,m1,c2,m2)|(∃(m1,c1),(m2,c2)∈RMC)∧ c1≠c2 ∧ (m1,c1,m2,c2)
∈IV} +∑{ExecutionCount(c2,m2,c1,m1)|(∃(m1,c1),(m2,c2)∈RMC)∧c1≠c2
∧(m2,c2,m1,c1) ∈IV}

(1)

Here, ExecutionCount refers to the number of times a specific call is made at
runtime. For example, ExecutionCount(c1,m1,c2,m2) represents the number of times
method m1 of class c1 calls the method m2 of class c2.
2) Distinct Class Couples
The number of distinct classes that a particular class interacts with, is defined as Distinct
Class Couples (DCC).
DCC(c1)=|{(c1,c2)|(∃(m1,c1),(m2,c2)∈RMC) ∧c1≠c2 ∧ ((m1,c1,m2,c2)˅ (m2,c2,m1,c1)) ∈IV}|
(2)

3) Distinct Method Couples
The number of distinct method couples drawn from the method calls to (from) a
particular class a particular class is defined as Distinct Method Couples (DMC).
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P = |{(c1,m1,c2,m2)|(∃(m1,c1),(m2,c2)∈RMC) ∧c1≠c2 ∧ (m1,c1,m2,c2) ∈IV}|
Q = |{(c2,m2,c1,m1)|(∃(m1,c1),(m2,c2)∈RMC) ∧c1≠c2 ∧(m2,c2,m,c1) ∈IV}|
DMC(c1) = P + Q – (P∧Q)

(3)

4) Hot Callsite (HC)
Callsite refers to the exact instruction in a method of a class where the call is made. Hot
Callsite (HC) in a class is described as the callsite having maximum number of
executions in a single run.
HC(c1)=max{ExecutionCount(c1,m1,s1,c2,m2)|(∃(m2,c2)∈RMC)∧ (m1,c1,s1)∈RSMC) ∧
c1≠c2 ∧ (m1,c1,s1,m2,c2)∈ CS}

(4)

3.2.2 Tool Used
We used an open source tool JP2 [25] to produce CCT profiles for our evaluation. JP2 is
a calling context profiler for the Java Virtual Machine, which collects complete and
accurate profiles. It is also able to differentiate between multiple call sites of the same
method. JP2 incurs small overhead which makes it possible to profile a wide range of
real-world applications. JP2 profiles were all captured on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4010U
CPU @ 1.70Ghz×2 with 8Gib RAM extended to 16 GiB via Swap space running
Ubuntu-14.04.1 operating system. We used OpenJDK Runtime Environment (build
1.7.0_65) with HotSpot 64-Bit Server VM (build 24.65-b04, mixed mode).
JP2

instrument

jBORAT Agent
retransformClasses
premain addTransformer

transform

Java Virtual MAchine

Fig 3.2 Architecture of JP2, layered on top of jBORAT.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the high-level architecture of JP2. Upon startup, the JVM
invokes the premain() method of jBORAT. This transfer of control happens before any
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application code is invoked and allows jBORAT to register itself using the
java.lang.instrument API available on modern JVMs. Once this is done, jBORAT uses
the API to trigger an initial retransformation of all classes that have been loaded prior to
jBORAT itself. This ensures that all classes are subject to transformation, regardless of
whether they have been loaded before or after the invocation of premain(). In either case,
i.e., during class loading or class retransformation, the JVM issues transform() requests
to jBORAT. These requests are then re-routed as instrument() request to JP2. JP2 now
instruments the classes using the ASM bytecode engineering library.
JP2‟s instrumentation scheme does not pass CCT nodes as extra method
arguments, as the structural changes this technique introduces have proven to be
problematic in the past. Instead, it adds a field to the Thread class and uses that to keep a
thread-local reference to the current CCT node. This replaces one sweeping structural
change to transformed classes (extra method arguments in all classes) with a very local
one (extra field in one class). While this local change could in theory also be avoided by
using the ThreadLocal class rather than extending Thread itself, usage of ThreadLocal
would incur a significantly higher overhead in practice. Aside from the field it adds to
Thread, JP2 avoids structural changes. In particular, it does not store methods identifiers
in static fields, but resorts to string constants stored in the class file‟s constant pool.
Consequently, the need to modify the class initializer is gone as well.
jBORAT: jBORAT is a toolkit that provides support for bytecode instrumentation with
full method coverage. Basically, it comes under the form of a Java agent that registers the
transformer and then applies user-defined instrumentations. Thus, it relies on a couple of
configuration files and properties that the user must provide:


ch.usi.dag.jborat.instrumentation specifies the user-defined instrumentation that
should be applied.



ch.usi.dag.jborat.liblist specifies a list of libraries that should be loaded by a
separate class loader. This separation is needed for distinguishing classes that
were loaded by the application from those that were loaded by the
instrumentation and the framework. The latter will not be present in the produced
CCTs.



ch.usi.dag.jborat.exclusionList specifies a list of classes that should be excluded
from the instrumentation; in particular, jBORAT itself should be excluded.
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ch.usi.dag.jborat.codemergerList specifies a list of JRE classes that should be
passed to the CodeMerger [19]. The CodeMerger will duplicate those classes to
avoid infinite recursion.



ch.usi.dag.jborat.uninstrumented specifies a destination for dumping all the
loaded classes. This is particularly useful when correlating profile and bytecode.



ch.usi.dag.jborat.instrumented

specifies

a

destination

for

dumping

all

instrumented classes. This is particularly useful when debugging.
Instrumentation scheme: The transformer inserts invocations to various static methods
in the class JP2Runtime, which are explained below:


setBI(intcallerBI), getBI() stores the bytecode index (BI) of the caller in a threadlocal variable of the current thread, respectively loads the stored bytecode index
from that variable.



setCurrentNode(CCTNode n), getCurrentNode() stores the CCT node of the
current thread in a thread-local variable, respectively loads the current CCT node
from that thread-local variable.



profileCall(String methodID, intcallerBI, intnumberOfBBs) returns the CCT node
corresponding to the current callee; if there is no such node, it creates it. Basic
block execution counters are stored in an atomic long array. The size of the array
is passed to the profileCall method as its last parameter.



profileBasicBlock(int index) increments the counter of the corresponding basic
block in the array.
It is crucial to restore the caller‟s bytecode position in the finally block because

class loading and class initialization may be triggered between a call to setBI(int) in a
caller and the subsequent method call, which may in turn update the thread-local
variable. Only bytecodes that may change the control flow non sequentially (i.e., jumps,
branches, return of method or JVM subroutine, exception throwing) end a basic block.
This reduces runtime overhead by creating rather large basic blocks; the number of
updates to the bytecode counter is minimized. JP2 provides a mechanism to temporarily
disable the execution of instrumentation code for each thread. Assume that
instrumentation code itself uses methods from the Java class library, which has already
been instrumented. This could cause infinite recursion. To avoid this, JP2 uses code
duplication within method bodies in order to keep the non-instrumented bytecode version
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together with the instrumented code, and inserts a conditional upon the method entry in
order to select the version to be executed.
3.2.3 Hadoop Setup – Local and Cloud
Local: For the local evaluation, a single node Hadoop 2.6.0 cluster on a machine with
4Gib RAM and Intel Core 2 Duo CPU T6400 @ 2.00GHz × 2, running ubuntu 14.04.1
operating system was set up. The same OpenJDK and the HotSpot Server build were
used as in the previous Section D. The machine of this specification was used because it
is comparable to the specification of the nodes in the Hadoop cluster used on cloud.
Enough heap space was given to the metric evaluating MapReduce job so that it could
perform as efficiently as possible. The heap space matters when the job‟s mapper tries to
parse the XML document. The implemented Hadoop MapReduce job allows passing any
number of class names as arguments to evaluate the dynamic metrics in class batches.
We selected 20 most frequent and well distributed classes with respect to each input
XML file.
Cloud: We used Amazon Web Service‟s Elastic Map Reduce (AWS-EMR) which is a
Hadoop distribution service, to set up our cluster for the parallel evaluation on cloud
[33]. In order to make sure that the exact performances of the respective MapReduce jobs
for a single node and the multiple nodes are compared, we used an extra initial step of
transferring data to the HDFS of cloud cluster. The multiple files to be transferred were
in a gzipped format, and hence the file sizes as large as 12GB were compressed to a mere
427MB whose transfer was not a problem. A single node in a cluster consisted of EC2
instances (machine type on AWS) having two EC2 Compute Units (two physical cores)
of Amazon‟s previous generation processors with 7.5GiB RAM running on a linux
terminal. We used Hadoop 2.4.0 distribution in the EMR cluster. EMR allows three
groups of nodes - master, cores and slaves. A master node is responsible for task
distribution and tracking. EMR doesn‟t allow the master node in a Hadoop cluster for
computation task. Hence, a single EC2 Compute unit machine with 3.5 GiB RAM was
allotted for the master node in each cluster setup.
We needed enough memory to extract the gzipped XML document in addition to
the launch of maximum number of map tasks (as lesser the memory; more the number of
map tasks launched). So, the decision about the amount of memory to be made available
to each map task was crucial. After careful testing, 1792MB of memory proved to form a
perfect balance for the required map tasks. Note that this number is proportional to the
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size of CCT files. Also the reducer does not require any memory space until the map
tasks are complete, because our reduce function can perform logical aggregation only
after all the files have been processed. That is, Hadoop was configured to start the
reducer only after mapping is 100% complete.
Cost: One EC2 Compute Unit of AWS EMR costs $0.307. For a cluster having one EC2
instance of 1 Compute Unit and 3 instances of 2 Compute Units, the cost will be $2.152
per hour.
3.2.4 Algorithms
Two algorithms are generated to accomplish the objectives given in this approach.


To attain objective 1, JP2 tool needs to be modified to generate CCT profile in
multiple independent chunks so that the evaluation could be done in parallel.



To attain objective 2, MapReduce algorithms need to be designed for the
evaluation of specified dynamic coupling metrics.

3.2.4.1 Custom JP2 Dumper
In this Section, we explain how the single CCT file generated by the calling context
profiler JP2 was transformed into multiple files appropriate for parallel processing in
MapReduce. When JP2 profiles an application, it dumps the resulting CCT from the
memory into a single file in Text/XML format. We selected XML format as it is best
suited to explore the nested structure, and also because quite efficient parsers are
available for XML format files. The output XML file contains a highly nested structure
which would result in semantic loss if division is just based on the length of the file. We
came across various lossless techniques which could be deployed to divide an XML
document but all such techniques would require an extra pass on this large single file.
Hence, in order to avoid the information loss or an extra pass, a custom dumper class for
JP2 is designed which dumps the CCT (in memory) directly into multiple independent
files.
Since the coupling among only the classes belonging to the sample applications are
of interest, any calls to/from the methods of Java library classes are omitted by blocking
the instrumentation of such classes. Also basic block execution data was also omitted on
the basis of the study scope.
Figure 3.3(a) portrays an example CCT dumped as a single XML file, whereas
Figure 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) show the same CCT dumped as two XML files. To accomplish
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this task, all the open tags in the XML document are recorded separately during
predefined time duration at the end of which open tags are closed and so is the file. In the
new file, firstly the previously opened tags followed by special tag <newFile> are
written, so that the metric evaluation program can identify the duplicate tags. Further, the
CCT dumping carries on in the new file. The increase in file size due to extra tags incurs
negligible overhead. For example, a single CCT file of fop (the smallest application in
DaCapo benchmark) has 22935KB size; while the total size of multiple CCT files is
22974KB i.e. a space overhead of only 39KB. When the file size reaches gigabytes, the
difference is even more inconsequential.
The default XML dumper in JP2 is customized in the following manner:
1. Create a stack to hold the „opened but not closed yet‟ tags.
2. Initialize a counter for the number of files and store the

system time in t0.

3. Every time a method or callsite is dumped into the xml document, it is also pushed
onto the stack. The stack is popped whenever an XML element is instructed to end.
4. At the start of MethodDump and CallsiteDump functions, check if the difference
between t0 and current time is greater than the predefined duration of time. If „yes‟,
then the File Change function is called.
5. File Change function does the following

Commands all the open XML tags in the current file to close and then close the
file.



Increments the file number.



Initiates a new XML document with the name containing the file number.



Writes each element present in the stack onto the new XML document in reverse
order.



Writes a special tag namely <newFile> to indicate the start of new tags.

This approach does not require an extra pass over the CCT; also the extra overhead
with respect to time is very small. To dump the Eclipse profile containing 16 million
CCT nodes; our multiple file dumper approach took 271019 msec (~ 4.52 minutes),
while JP2‟s single file dumper took 241864 msec (~ 4.03 minutes) i.e. a negligible time
overhead of 29155 msec.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<callingContextTree>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Calculator;"
return="V">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>

name="main"

params="[Ljava/lang/String;"
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<callsite instruction="10">
<method
declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;"
name="initialiseState"
params=""
return="Lcom/Display;">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="4">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/OperandStack;" name="setEmpty" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="8">
<method
declaringClass="Lcom/OperationStack;"
name="setEmpty"
params=""
return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="24">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/CalcFrame;" name="display" params="Digit" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="16">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Operation;" name="set" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="13">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="6">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
<executionCount>4</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>4</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Operand;" name="set" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="7">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
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<executionCount>10</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>10</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="42">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="enterDigit" params="Digit" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="33">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="setState" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="27">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/OperandStack;" name="update" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="31">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/CalFrame;" name="addDigit" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callingContextTree>

Fig. 3.3 (a) Example of a single file generated by the XML dumper of JP2 Profiler.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<callingContextTree>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Calculator;" name="main" params="[Ljava/lang/String;"
return="V">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="10">
<method
declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;"
name="initialiseState"
params=""
return="Lcom/Display;">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="4">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/OperandStack;" name="setEmpty" params="" return="">
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<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="8">
<method
declaringClass="Lcom/OperationStack;"
name="setEmpty"
params=""
return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="24">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/CalcFrame;" name="display" params="Digit" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="16">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Operation;" name="set" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="13">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="6">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
<executionCount>4</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>4</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Operand;" name="set" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callingContextTree>

Fig 3.3.(b) The same CCT profile generated by our custom dumper, Part 1.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<callingContextTree>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Calculator;" name="main" params="[Ljava/lang/String;"
return="V">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="24">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/CalcFrame;" name="display" params="Digit" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Operand;" name="set" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</newFile>
<callsite instruction="7">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="digitHandler" params="" return="">
<executionCount>10</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="3">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Digit;" name="Action" params="" return="">
<executionCount>10</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="42">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="enterDigit" params="Digit" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="33">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/Cpu;" name="setState" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
<callsite instruction="27">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/OperandStack;" name="update" params="" return="">
<executionCount>2</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
<callsite instruction="31">
<method declaringClass="Lcom/CalFrame;" name="addDigit" params="" return="">
<executionCount>1</executionCount>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callsite>
</method>
</callingContextTree>

Fig 3.3.(c) The same CCT profile generated by our custom dumper, Part2.
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3.2.4.2 MapReduce for Dynamic Metrics
There are two main functions in a Hadoop job – Map and Reduce. The output of JP2 is in
the form of multiple XML document gzipped into small files, which are uploaded to the
HDFS. There are specific input types that Hadoop MapReduce can handle like text,
binary, etc. but unfortunately XML is not one of them. In order to handle the XML
format files, two classes of Hadoop MapReduce framework are overridden i.e.
FileInputFormat and RecordReader. Their aim is to instruct the MapReduce job for the
division of data for parallel computation. This flow is initiated by a driver class where the
job configuration, input formats, output formats, mappers and reducers are defined.
FileInputFormat: It is responsible to split the input blocks and files into logical chunks.
We create a custom FileInputFormat in which isSplittableboolean function is set to false,
to avoid any further split in the input XML file.
RecordReader: It creates key/value pairs from raw input split. In our case, the whole file
is sent as input to the custom FileRecordReader, which is responsible for extraction of
the gzip file, and supplying the complete XML document as Text to the mapper. The key
is kept null.
MapOutputValueClass: Certain formats are defined for the key/value pairs in Hadoop,
which are supposed to be inputs and outputs to the respective map and reduce tasks.
While all other formats we use are generic in Hadoop; the output value format of map
function is not pre-defined. We need an array of Text format to store the details of the
couples found in map tasks. Thus, we implement a new class that extends the generic
ArrayWritable class of Hadoop to get the required format.
Mapper: As defined earlier, mapper will produce the intermediate key/value pairs from
the split provided by RecordReader. Fig. 3.4 describes the pseudocode of map function.
It starts by building an XML document from the Text value (Fig. 3.4, line 3). It finds the
tags before the special tag <newFile>, so that duplicate couples can be removed (Fig.
3.4, line 5-16). The elements containing the required class are extracted from the XML
file into a list (Fig. 3.4, line 17). For each element in this list, there are two tasks to be
performed. First, find the parent class and check if export coupling exists (Fig. 3.4, line
18-30). Second, find all the relevant children from the immediate callsites and check if
import coupling exists (Fig. 3.4, line 31-44). While doing this, duplicate tags inserted in
the XML file before the <newFile> tag are also taken care of. The output of the mapper
is index of the class as key and the details of import/export couples found for that class as
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value. These steps are iterated for each class in the batch whose metrics are supposed to
be evaluated.
1 Map(key=null, value=xml file as Text)
2 begin
3 xmlDoc  value
4 for each class c given for evaluation do
5
extract the <newFile> element tag from xmlDoc
6
beforeList All the elements from root till new file tag
7
for each element e in beforeList do
8
if(declaringClass(e)=c)
9
begin
10
childElementchild of method type(child of callsite type(e))
11
if(declaringClass(childElement)≠c) and childElement also exists in
beforeList)
12
add the childElement to childDuplicateList
13
if(parent(e) ≠ root and declaringClass(parent(e)) ≠ c)
14
add the element to coupleDuplicateList
15
end
16
end
17
coupleListExtract the list of method elements from xmlDoc containing
declaringClass=c
18
for each element e in coupleList do
19
if(e≠child(root))
20
begin
21
if(declaringClass(parent(e))≠c)
22
begin
23
if element e also exists in coupleDuplicateList
24
delete element from coupleDuplicateList
25
end
26
else
27
arrayStringdeclaringClass(parent(e)),name(parent(e)),declaring-Class(e),
name(e), executionCount(parent(e)), callsite(parent(e))
28
output (c,arrayString)
29
end
30
end
31
childCallsiteList  Extract the list of children of type callsites
32
execCount= execitionCount(e)
33
for each element cc in childCallsiteList do
34
childMethodList  Extract the list of child methods
35
for each element ccl in childCallsiteList do
36
if(declaringClass(ccl)≠c)
37
begin
38
if the element ccl also exists in childDuplicateList
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46 end
47 end

delete the element at no. flag from childDuplicateList
end
else
arrayString declaringClass(e), name(e), declaringClass(ccl), name(ccl),
execCount, callsite(e)
output (c,arrayString)
end
end

Fig. 3.4. Pseudocode for Map function.
Combiner: Combiner function sums up the execution counts of the output couples
(key/value pairs resulting from map function) containing the same caller class, caller
method, callee class, callee method and callsite for each key. This function also executes
at mapper and limits the data transfer between map and reduce tasks.
Reducer: The reducer is fired once for every key after collecting key/value pairs from all
the mappers. Its execution is deferred in the job configuration until all the map tasks are
completed. Reducer calculates the selected metrics for each class by aggregating the
metric outputs of all files. For each value belonging to a specific key:


It increments the dynamic message count (Fig. 3.5, line 4).



Checks if the value contains a newly found unique couple involving the given
class (Fig. 3.5, line 5-11).



Checks if it forms a distinct import/export method couple with the methods of
key class (Fig. 3.5, line 12-18).



Aggregates the execution count for all the callsites in the given class that are
responsible for coupling (Fig. 3.5, line 19-25).

At the end, execution counts of the callsites are sorted to get the most frequently
visited callsites (Fig. 5, line 26) and the final metric values are written to the output text
files (Fig. 3.5, line 27-31). Memory leaks can severely hamper the performance of a
MapReduce job, hence both the map and reduce algorithm are closely scrutinized for any
leaks. Once the reduce step is completed successfully, the MapReduce job ends. Figure
3.6(a) and 3.6(b) present the two example CCT profiles generated by the custom dumper
of JP2. Figure 3.6(c) and 3.6(d) give the detail of key/value pairs generated by the
Mapper for respective CCT profiles. Figure 3.6(e) states the final dynamic coupling
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metric values which is the ouput of Reduce function. This example is in continuation of
example 3.2.
1 Reduce(key,values containing array of couple details)
2 dynamicMessages0, classCouples0, methodCouple0
3 for each val in values do
4
dynamicMessagesdynamicMessages+execCount of val
5
if class couple in val already exists in classList
6
do nothing
7
else
8
begin
9
add an item to classList containing calleeClass and callerClass
10
classCouples++
11 end
12 if method couple in val already exists in methodList
13
do nothing
14 else
15 begin
16
add an item to methodList containing calleeClass and callerClass
17
methodCouples++
18 end
19 if callsite couple in val already exists in callList
20
update the execution count of the callsite couple in callList
21 else
22 begin
23
add an item to callList containing calleeClass and callerClass
24 end
25 end
26 sort callList as per callCount
27 output(key, dynamicMessages)
28 output(key, classCouples)
29 output(key, methodCouples)
30 for top item s in callList
31 output(key, s[0]+ s[1]+s[2]+s[3]+ s[4]+s.callCount)
Fig. 3.5. Pseudocode for Reduce function.
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Calculator.main(String[])1
Cpu.initializeState()1
OperandStack.setEmpty()1 OperationStack.setEmpty()1

CalcFrame.display()1

Operation.set()1
Cpu.digitHandler()2

@3

Operand.set()1

Cpu.digitHandler()4

@3

Digit.action()2

Digit.action()4

Fig. 3.6. (a) represent first part ofmultiple example CCT profiles.
Calculator.main(String[])1

CalcFrame.display()1
@16

Cpu.enterDigit()1
Cpu.setState()1

CalcFrame.addDigit()1

Operand.set()1
@7

OperandStack.update()1

Cpu.digitHandler()10
@3
Digit.action()10

Fig. 3.6.(b) representsecond part of multiple example CCT profiles.
Key
0
0
0
0
0

Value
(caller class, caller method, callee class, callee method, callsite, execution count)
Cpu, initializeState, OperandStack, setEmpty, 4, 1
Cpu, initializeState, OperationStack, setEmpty, 8, 1
Cpu, digitHandler, Digit, action, 3, 6
Operation, set, Cpu, digitHandler, 13, 2
Operation, set, Cpu, digitHandler, 6, 4

Fig. 3.6 (c) shows the respective outputs of the Map and combine functions. Note that the
execution count of Action method in the example is aggregated by the combiner.
Key
0
0
0
0

Value
(caller class, caller method, callee class, callee method, callsite, execution count)
Cpu, digitHandler, Digit, action, 3, 10
Cpu, enterDigit, CalcFrame, addDigit, 31, 1
Cpu, setState, OperandStack, update, 27, 1
Operand, set, Cpu, digitHandler, 7, 10

Fig 3.6 (d) shows the respective outputs of the Map and combine functions.
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Total Dynamic Messages
Distinct Class Couples
Distinct Method Couples
Hot Callsite

36
6
7
Cpu, digitHandler, Digit, action, 3, 16 (caller class, caller method,
callee class, callee method, callsite, total execution count)

Fig. 3.6. (e) shows the output of reduce function as metric values.

3.3 Chapter Summery
This chapter starts by presenting the selected sample applications that are profiled for the
generation of runtime data. The next Section 3.2 details the Methodology used in our
approach which includes selected dynamic coupling metrics, the tool used for profiling
sample applications and the algorithms designed for this approach. The two algorithms
presented in Section 3.2.4 explain the custom dumper designed for JP2 tool and the
MapReduce algorithms implemented for the evaluation of dynamic metrics.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the experimental results and analysis of our MapReduce approach
to evaluate dynamic coupling metrics.

4.1. Dynamic Coupling Metric Values
Tables 4.1-4.2 show the dynamic coupling metric values for five classes of Eclipse
(large) and Jython (default) evaluated using the MapReduce approach. The same results
are obtained using parallel computation on cloud as well as single node (local)
computation. Once a single Map function exploration of the bifurcated CCT files is done
for a specific class, the required dynamic coupling metrics at every granularity level
(dynamic messages, class, method, callsite) are rapidly aggregated out in the reducer
step.
Table 4.1(a). Dynamic coupling metrics values for Eclipse (large) using MapReduce job
for 20 classes.
Class
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/Scope

TDM DCC DMC
110470884

101

537

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/FieldBinding

12922854

29

120

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ReferenceBinding

61796685

62

394

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeBinding

78552171

72

343

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MessageSend

59927206

75

312

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup
/CompilationUnitScope

55075122

39

137

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedNameReference

15401037

68

350

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Expression

29763048

71

305

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ClassScope

11204327

36

150

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PackageBinding

16838780

14

47

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ArrayBinding

10818341

37

113

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BlockScope

11799127

50

147

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ASTNode

43909013

45

103
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Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FieldReference

8044808

63 324

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BinaryTypeBinding

45396743

40 192

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/Binding

17540555

61 104

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SourceTypeBinding

61214220

53 247

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/CharOperation

248706395 107 333

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/LookupEnvironment

33094641

44 188

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SingleNameReference

36936858

74 383

Table 4.1(b).Dynamic coupling metrics values for Eclipse (large) using MapReduce
job for 20 classes.
Hot Callsite
Class
Method

CI

EC

%C

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
CompilationUnitScope

typeToRecord

2

6211073

11.3

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/ast/
QualifiedNameReference

resolveType

3

154644

1

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/ast/Expression

computeConversion

14

2388872

8

buildMethods

6

1509402

13.5

getType0

9

2602014

15.5

Erasure

3

125577

11.6

findVariable

24

2361438

20

isTypeUseDeprcated

9

1356056

3.1

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/ClassScope
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
PackageBinding
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/ArrayBinding
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/BlockScope
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/ast/ASTNode
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Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal
/compiler/ast/FieldReference

resolveType

58

43741

0.55

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
BinaryTypeBinding

getField

29

1636614

3.6

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/Scope

getBinding

57

1620714

1.4

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/FieldBinding

isOrEnclosedByPrivateType

13

371987

2.8

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
ReferenceBinding

isOrEnclosedByPrivateType

2

1975592

3.1

isRawType

2

2251881

2.9

resolveType

290

554053

0.9

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/Binding

isValidBinding

2

955738

5.4

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
SourceTypeBinding

getField

11

2365906

3.9

prefixEquals

35

685360

0.28

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/
LookupEnvironment

convertToParameterizedTyp
e

4

1579420

4.8

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/ast/
SingleNameReference

resolveType

16

1089415

2.9

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal/
compiler/lookup/TypeBinding
Lorg/eclipse/jdt/internal
/compiler/ast/MessageSend

Lorg/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/
CharOperation

Table 4.2(a). Dynamic coupling metrics values for Jython (default) using MapReduce
job for 20 classes.
Class

TDM

DCC

DMC

Lorg/antlr/runtime/CommonTokenStream

9807774

13

217

Lorg/antlr/runtime/ANTLRStringStream

6381299

7

54

Lorg/antlr/runtime/BaseRecognizer

2305050

3

153
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Lorg/antlr/runtime/CommonToken

7405782

10

389

Lorg/antlr/runtime/DFA

1734317

12

37

Lorg/antlr/runtime/tree/BaseTreeAdaptor

1405938

2

82

Lorg/antlr/runtime/tree/CommonTree

2707019

2

12

Lorg/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter

744083

10

46

Lorg/objectweb/asm/Frame

426931

4

16

Lorg/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter

966914

7

102

Lorg/python/antlr/GrammarActions

225562

26

176

Lorg/python/antlr/PythonParser

10901173

147

1534

Lorg/python/antlr/PythonTree

7279759

7

138

Lorg/python/antlr/PythonTreeAdaptor

8810538

7

324

Lorg/python/antlr/ast/Name

172497

38

48

Lorg/python/compiler/CodeCompiler

540929

71

543

Lorg/python/core/PyObject

42649616

178

1151

Lorg/python/core/PyType

9977583

210

651

Lorg/objectweb/asm/ByteVector

423015

5

39

Lorg/antlr/runtime/CommonTokenStream

9807774

13

217

Table 4.2(b). Dynamic coupling metrics values for Jython (default) using MapReduce
job for 20 classes.
Hot Callsite

Class
Method
Lorg/antlr/runtime/
CommonTokenStream

CI

EC

%C

LA

4

1889049

1.9

Lookup

29

2381281

23.8

Lorg/antlr/runtime/BaseRecognizer

Match

7

220441

9.5

Lorg/antlr/runtime/CommonToken

getText

19

32928

0.4

Lorg/antlr/runtime/DFA

Predict

48

132976

7.6

Lorg/antlr/runtime/
ANTLRStringStream
Lorg/antlr/runtime/tree/
BaseTreeAdaptor

Mark

28

6750

0.1

Nil

3

664603

47.3

getText

8

270

~0

Lorg/python/core/PyType

Lorg/antlr/runtime/tree/CommonTree
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Lorg/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter

A

15

194633

26.2

Lorg/objectweb/asm/Frame

A

0

48739

11.4

Lorg/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter

visitVarInsn

14

71893

7.4

Lorg/python/antlr/GrammarActions

recurseSetContext

39

11057

4.9

Factor

386

88102

0.81

isNil

3

975084

13.4

Lorg/python/antlr/PythonTreeAdaptor

Create

4

698725

7.9

Lorg/python/antlr/ast/Name

Accept

3

17503

10.1

loadFrame

4

30682

5.7

_try__cmp__

3

2297657

5.4

Lorg/python/antlr/PythonParser
Lorg/python/antlr/PythonTree

Lorg/python/compiler/CodeCompiler
Lorg/python/core/PyObject
Lorg/objectweb/asm/ByteVector

No import coupling

*CI - Callsite Instruction, EC - execution count and %C- Percentage of total coupling

4.2 Performance Analysis
The proposed approach is analysed for various performance factors like comparison with
the single node evaluation, scale-up, speed-up and increase in basic program units i.e.
class batch size. The results of the same are explained in the following sub-sections.
4.2.1 Comparison of MapReduce metric evaluation approach with single node
evaluation
Table 4.3 shows the percentage decrease in metric collection times with the use of
parallel evaluation on 4-node Hadoop cluster for each input profile, as compared to
single node evaluation. This results in an average increase in performance (in terms of
time) of 73% at a very small cost. This shows that MapReduce gives a faster method for
dynamic metric evaluation, which is also depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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Table 4.3. The time duration comparison between MapReduce jobs for single node and
4-node parallel set up of Hadoop.
Applic-ation

Number of
bifurcated
CCT files

CCT
Nodes

Single Node
Hadoop
cluster
(msec)

4-Node
Hadoop
cluster
(msec)

Percentage
decrease in
time (%)

Eclipse

16

4316973

1319137

228414

82.7

Eclipse

112

10279202

2513796

1122289

55.4

Eclipse

55

16701372

5137499

1104423

78.5

Eclipse

307

25275546

6262757

2313663

63

Eclipse

186

34215774

8877195

2981805

66.4

Eclipse

214

40544790

10933955

2428596

77.8

Jython

24

8760832

2820024

282906

90

4.2.2 Performance evaluation of Scale-up with proposed MapReduce approach.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, we get the expected scale-up i.e. approximately same performance
is observed as the number of nodes in a Hadoop cluster is increased with an increase in
the CCT profile size. The long time durations observed at 25 million and 34 million CCT
nodes is due to the large difference between the consecutive CCT nodes i.e. 9 million
(instead of 6 million), but the increase in cluster size remains the same (2 in this case).
4.2.3 Performance evaluation of Speed-up with proposed MapReduce approach.
Fig. 4.3-4.4 show the percentage decrease in time, as the number of nodes in a Hadoop
cluster is increased (given batch of 20 classes), for the Eclipse (3 to 11 nodes per cluster)
and Jython (1 to 4 nodes per cluster) profiles containing 40 million and 8.7 million CCT
nodes respectively. Increasing the nodes in a Hadoop cluster from 3 to 11, results in
approximately 70% speed up in case of Eclipse. It should be noted here that 3 and 11 are
the worker nodes in a Hadoop cluster excluding the master node (with lesser
configuration). In case of Jython, 71% speed-up is observed when the number of nodes in
the Hadoop cluster is increased from 1 to 4. Hence, the evaluation time of metrics can be
increased by pushing more number of nodes into a Hadoop cluster.
A point worth noting here is that the number of nodes in a Hadoop cluster for
Jython profile is increased to a maximum of 4 nodes as opposed to a maximum of 11
nodes for Eclipse profile. Given a CCT node count of 8 million for the selected Jython
execution instance and 24 resulting XML files, there is a negligible performance (time)
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gain as we increase the number of nodes per cluster above 4. In fact, there is a substantial
wastage of resources as we use more than 4 nodes per cluster.
4.2.4 Performance of MapReduce parallel approach with increasing number of
classes per batch
Fig. 4.5-4.6 show the performance of MapReduce job on a 4-node cluster with an
increase in class batch size (5 to 20) submitted for metric computation for the Eclipse
(large) and Jython profiles respectively. An increase in metric collection time is observed
as the number of classes per batch is increased. However, this increase is uneven that
canbe attributed to the different number of method calls, pertaining to a particular class,
unevenly distributed in CCT profile.
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

X-Axis : CCT node
count (millions)
Y-axis : MapReduce Job
Duration (minutes)

Local single node Hadoop
cluster
Cloud 4-node Hadoop
cluster

4

10

16

25

34

40

Eclipse

8

Jython

Fig. 4.1 A comparison between multi-node parallel MapReduce evaluation of dynamic metrics
versus single node evaluation.
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16
4
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X-axis : Number of
nodes in a Hadoop cluster
Y-axis : MapReduce job
duration (Minutes)
Label of the bar : CCT
nodes evaluated (million)
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2
0
1

3

5

7

9

11

Fig. 4.2 Scale-Up for Eclipse CCT profiles with increasing number of nodes in a Hadoop cluster.
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50
40
X-axis : Number of nodes
in Hadoop cluster.
Y-Axis : MapReduce job
duration for Eclipse given
batch of 20 classes
(minutes).

30
20
10
0
3

5

7

9

11

Fig 4.3 Speed-Up for Eclipse profile with increasing number of nodes in a Hadoop
cluster.

12
10
X-axis : Number of nodes
in Hadoop cluster.
Y- axis : MapReduce job
duration for Jython given
batch of 20 classes
(minutes).
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2
0
1

2

3
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Fig 4.4 Speed-Up for Jython profile with increasing number of nodes in a Hadoop cluster.
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X-Axis : Number of classes in
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Y-axis : MapReduce Job
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Fig 4.5 Metric evaluation performance for Eclipse profile containing 40 million nodes

with increase in batch size of classes.
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5
4
X-Axis : Number of classes
in a batch for metric
calculation
Y-axis : MapReduce Job
duration for Jython (minutes)

3
2
1
0
5

10

15

20

Fig 4.6 Metric evaluation performance for Jython profile containing 8 million nodes with
increase in batch size of classes.

4.3 Result Summary
The dynamic coupling metrics evaluated using the MapReduce parallel approach is
presented at the beginning of the chapter. On an average, 73% increase in performance
was observed with a 4-node Hadoop cluster as compared to the local set up. Our
approach yielded 70% speed-up and scaled well with increasing cluster size. The
dependency of the approach on number of classes per batch given for evaluation is also
studied, an uneven increase is measured in performance due to unevenly distributed
method invocation of a particular class in the CCT profile of applications.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Recent research has shown concerns over hindrance posed by the scalability issue in the
widespread acceptance of dynamic metrics. These performance issues are faced while
extracting dynamic metrics out of huge runtime information and hence act as the major
hurdle in validation of such metrics. We set out to investigate whether the MapReduce
paradigm, which is a popular approach for big data nowadays, can prove to be an
efficient and scalable solution for the above mentioned problem. A custom dumper is
implemented for JP2 profiler to produce multiple files instead of one single large file, so
that the processing could be done in parallel. MapReduce functions are implemented to
calculate various dynamic coupling metrics at multiple granularity levels. We conducted
a number of experiments on AWS-EMR service and on local machine single node cluster
for required comparisons.
Therefore, use of MapReduce for dynamic metric evaluation seems to be a
promising approach to counter the underneath scalability issue faced while extracting
metric information from large runtime data. We hope that this takes us a step forward
towards the research on exploring the usability and significance of dynamic metrics at the
industry-level. We strongly feel that cloud and big data approaches offer a perfect
evaluation environment for dynamic metrics collection to gain the real dynamic insights
into the software without any limitations.

5.1 Conclusions
Based on the results drawn in the previous chapter, we conclude the following:


Objective 1 is accomplished by developing a new approach to divide the CCT file
with no loss of information enabling the parallel evaluation of metrics from CCT
profiles. Further, MapReduce programs are designed for metric evaluation.



An average of 73% increase in performance is observed with our MapReduce
approach for metric evaluation, which suffices Objective 2.



While analyzing Objective 3, speed-up of about 70% is measured and scalability
is assured.
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5.2 Future Work
Some challenges were identified while carrying out this thesis work which could be
considered for the future work. These challenges are:


Firstly, our evaluation could be extended to real time large GUI applications.



But to accomplish this, availability of highly scalable profilers is a prerequisite.
JP2 is the state-of-the-art work but the size of CCT profile generated is limited by
the memory available. There is also a possibility to work on a cloud solution for
this limitation and make it scalable by streaming the updates of CCT to cloud
without overloading the main memory.



Another research direction would be to validate various kinds of dynamic metrics
on large real world applications and test their impact on quality attributes.



An industrial study could also be undertaken to analyze whether the developers
find the use of dynamic metrics less cumbersome with the fast calculations
supported by MapReduce.



Complex dynamic metrics could be evaluated (like dynamic LCOM, DCC,
DCM), to get more benefits out of parallel approach.
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